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Like most Linux users, I rarely touch the actual code for the Linux kernel. Sure, I've looked at it. I've even compiled
the kernel myself on a handful of occasions?sometimes to try out something new or simply to say I could do it ("Linux

From Scratch" is a bit of a right of passage).
But, unless you're one of the Linux kernel developers, odds are you just don't get many opportunities to truly look
"under the hood".
Likewise, I think for many Linux users (even the pro users, sysadmins and developers), the wild world of kernel
development is a bit of a mystery. Sure, we have the publicly available Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML.org) that
anyone is free to peruse for the latest features, discussions and (sometimes) shenanigans, but that gives only a glimpse
at one aspect of being a kernel developer.
And, let's be honest, most of us simply don't have time to sift through the countless pull requests (and resulting
discussions of said pull requests) that flood the LKML on a daily basis.
With that in mind, I reached out to three kernel developers?each working at some of the most prominent Linux
contributing companies today?to ask them some basic questions that might provide a better idea of what being a Linux
kernel developer is truly like: what their days look like and how they work with kernel developers at other companies.
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